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Although the tradition of writing history was established by the Greeks, and one should not underestimate the scope and sophistication of ancient historiography, the ancients did not develop the study of the past as a special research programme. The modern approach to history includes the systematic study of the past in its various aspects. Such a study aims to cover all important aspects of a given society, civilization or culture, to arrive at both detailed knowledge and comprehensive interpretation of a given epoch or phenomenon. This approach finds its expression in the leading role of the monographic essay, be it a book or a journal paper.
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The science of past organisms is paleontology (Greek: palaews: old, logos: science) Paleontology deal with fossils (lat. fodere = to dig) Charles Lyell Georges Cuvier Early paleontology mainly described ancient life within the Linnean framework Modern paleontology tries to reconstruct ancient life. It links therefore ecology and taxonomy.